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Introduction
Fieldwork was conducted at the site of Azoria (Kavousi, Ierapetra) in northeastern Crete for 11 weeks,
including preparation (May 21-29); excavation and closing of trenches (May 30-July 15); architectural
conservation and wall consolidation (July 18-29); and finds processing, object conservation, study, and
reporting at the INSTAP Study Center for East Crete in Pacheia Ammos (July 18-August 6).
The work was conducted by the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill (UNC-CH), Department of
Classics, under the auspices of the American School of Classical Studies at Athens (ASCSA), by
permission of the Ephorate of Antiquities of Lasithi, and with the support of the Institute for Aegean
Prehistory Study Center for East Crete (INSTAP-SCEC). The institutions contributing funding, technical
and consultant support, and student participants were the UNC-CH Department of Classics, Curriculum in
Archaeology and Research Laboratories of Archaeology; Iowa State University, Program in Classical
Studies; Trent University, Department of Anthropology; and the Azoria Project Volunteer Program
(UNC-CH Department of Classics).
The 2016 field staff consisted of D.C. Haggis (director); M.S. Mook (field director and pottery specialist);
R.D. Fitzsimons (architect); C.M. Scarry (archaeobotanist); F. Dibble (zooarchaeologist); M. Eaby
(assistant director); S. Triantaphyllou (bioarchaeologist); T. Carter (lithics specialist); A. Cabaniss
(surveyor and GIS specialist); J. Martini (registrar); E. Kasotakis (excavation foreman); R. Blewitt
(archaeobotany assistant); G. Purcell (pottery assistant); Fani Skyvalida (illustrator).
Primary excavation and documentation were conducted by seven trench supervisors— C. Beeby (UNCCH), C. Judson (UNC-CH), N. Gkiokas (Duke University), O. Vanwalleghem (University of Bordeaux),
J. Juhasz (Florida State University), H. Senn (Macquarie University), and E. Driscoll (University of
California, Berkeley)—assisted by 29 student trench assistants from universities in North America and
Greece; and 28 workmen from the local villages of Kavousi, Pacheia Ammos, and Kentri. There were
five pottery washers from Kavousi.
The plan, reporting, and review of site conservation were conducted by Dr. Stephania Chlouveraki (T.E.I
Athens; INSTAP-SCEC). The on-site work was conducted by the excavation foreman, Manolis Kasotakis
(Kavousi), and supervised by the Project Director Haggis. Results were reviewed by Klio Zervaki, chief
conservator of the Archaeological Museum in Ayios Nikolaos (Lasithi ephorate). Object conservation
was conducted by Matina Tzari (INSTAP-SCEC). Administrative support was provided by Eleanor
Huffman (INSTAP-SCEC). The representative of the Greek Archaeological Service (Ephorate of
Antiquities of Lasithi) was Evanthi Saliaka (Ianos Ike, Ayios Nikolaos). (Complete staff list is appended
below).
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Summary of work at Azoria in 2016
Trenches (sample units) excavated: 33 (17 new units)
Loci (stratigraphic units) defined: 182
Pottery pails/stratigraphic units defined: 816 (798 containing pottery)
Objects/small finds catalogued (non-pottery artifacts): 275
Pottery sherds recovered/processed: 39,902; 1023.84 kilos (as of 25 July 2016)
Soil samples collected: 389 (of 203 pottery pails containing soil samples)
Liters of soil floated and sorted: 3873
Floatation samples studied: 450 samples (light and heavy fractions), including samples from 2015
GPS statistics (units plotted): points: 15,339 (10,166 architectural; 3393 elevations); objects: 147; soil
samples: 130; pottery pails: 96.
Unless specific dates are given, in this report, the term “protoarchaic” means late 8th and early to mid- 7th
c. B.C., roughly contemporary with the Orientalizing or Early Archaic periods. The term “archaic” refers
to the 6th century B.C. (including the end of the 7th through to the beginning of the 5th century B.C.).
“Late Archaic” refers to late 6th and early 5th centuries B.C. Normally we use the term “archaic” to refer
the 6th and early 5th century, unless a more specific date is possible and relevant to the discussion. The
term “Hellenistic” (HL) refers to the late 3rd and early 2nd centuries B.C.
In 2016, we completed the excavation of the Monumental Civic Building (MCB) and the adjacent west
slope, clarifying the transition between the Northwest Building and the civic complex, and defining a
system of roads that linked buildings along the west slope (Area D). The “civic complex” consists of the
Monumental Civic Building, the Service Building, and the Communal Dining Building (CDB). A series
of five exploratory trenches were also opened along the lower west slope, below the terrace of the MCB
and road system in order to recover evidence of occupation to the west of the civic complex. The
principal goal of work is to understand the settlement structure in the Archaic period, and the transition
from the 7th to the 6th centuries B.C.
The spatial extent, functional components, and stratigraphic history of the Service Building and the
Communal Dining Building continued to be studied.
In the southwest quadrant of the site (Area B) we expanded the area of excavation in order to examine the
organization of the Southwest Buildings and their relationship to a street (B5400 -B5500) exposed in
2015, running along the west side of the buildings. We also exposed part of a new building on the
southern edge of the excavated area (B5800; B6200); and a street and spine wall (B6100) below and west
of B5500.
Stratigraphic work was also conducted in archaic rooms of the Communal Dining Building (Area A). We
completed the excavation of A3400, a 6th century room that had been only partially exposed in 2015; and
conducting stratigraphic soundings on the third terrace (A3300, A3200, A2800), in order to examine the
chronology and early history of the building.
Finally we completed work in the South Building 2 by excavating a single room (G1700), evidently used
for food processing in Late Archaic. As part of our conservation efforts on the east side of the site, a
fallen boulder was removed from the north room of B1100, allowing us to excavate the remaining
material of the Hellenistic dump, as well as preserved Archaic occupation debris and north wall of the
archaic room.
Four areas were investigated in 2016 (fig. 1):
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(1) Area D consisted of nine trenches on the west slope of the South Acropolis, immediately west and
downslope of the Monumental Civic Building, extending from the southern wall of the Northwest
Building (D1600) to the northern edge of B4300: D2000; D2400; D2500; D2600; D2700; D2800; D2900;
D3000; D3100. The area also included trenches contiguous to rooms of the Northwest Building (D700;
D2200; D2300; D1700; and D2100) and south and east of the Monumental Civic Building (D200;
D1900).
(2) Area B is principally the southwest quadrant and slope of the excavated area of the site, immediately
south of Area D along the west slope: B4300; B3600; B6100; B6200; B6000; B5900; and B5800. Area B
also included the southeast area of the hilltop (B600; B1100) where we cleared fallen boulders in order to
complete excavation of open trenches.
(3) Area A is the upper west slope of the hilltop composed of rooms on the third and fourth terraces of the
Communal Dining Building: A3400; A3300; A3200; A2800; and A2900.
(4) Area G is the area of the South Buildings (south and southeast areas of the South Acropolis). In 2016
we excavated a single room in South Building 2 (G1700), which had been left unexcavated in 2015.
(1) Area D (Area of west slope below and northwest of the Monumental Civic Building): D2000;
D2100; D1700; D2400; D2600; D2700 (figs. 1-3)
Excavation in Area D exposed a series of long north-south retaining walls supporting three architectural
terraces. The walls are composed of regular dolomite and sideropetra field-stones in the outer western
faces of the walls, though occasionally very large dolomite boulders were used creating megalithic
facades—as is the north and south ends of the uppermost terrace 1. The walls are preserved one to four
courses (0.50-0.90 in preserved height), and are bedded on the natural and modified bedrock slope—
segments of wall incorporate outcrops of bedrock in their construction. The terrace fill supported by these
walls consists of densely-packed large cobble to small boulder-sized stones, and in other areas small to
medium-size cobble fill typical of archaic foundations and floor and wall bedding on the site. In some
segments, especially in the lower courses, it is clear that larger stones were set on the inside of the terrace
partially overlapping and thus bonding with the stones of the wall face, thus creating stable structures on
the steep-sloping terrain. As with archaic cobble fill, it is clear that the stone packing would have
facilitated drainage behind the walls and through the terraces, across the steep bedrock contour. Another
element of construction is the use of one or more interior terrace walls. That is within the terrace itself—
within the cobble matrix of the terrace fill— walls were constructed to retain the stones, adding stability
to the terrace. That is to say, walls appear to have been ultimately covered by the terrace fill, serving only
as an internal structuring element.
The uppermost terrace (1) in D2000 is 46.50 m long and runs north-south across the entire west side of
the Monumental Civic Building (hall and hearth shrine), from B1700 in the north to the southwest corner
of D500 in the south. The terrace wall (D2001) is preserved two to four courses high variously along its
facade, and at three points—at the northern and southern ends and a segment opposite the northern end of
D500— it has large dolomite boulders in its foundation. This terrace wall supported a wide ramp-like
street, bedded on bedrock, and extending from D2100 in the north, climbing gradually with the terrain
from north to south up to the level of the stepped façade of the Hearth Shrine, and then leading to a 5.0 mwide open terrace (terrace 1) directly in front of the hall of the MCB (D500). This street and terrace
should have been the main public and ceremonial, if not processional entrance to the Monumental Civic
Building.
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The street, as preserved at the northern end of the terrace (D2100), is constructed of hard-packed cobble
fill on bedrock. The street begins as a 2.5 m wide ramp leading from a spacious vestibule in D1700, and
then ascending up slope to the south along the direction of the terrace. The street surface is well preserved
for a distance of about 7.5 m along the upward incline of the ramp, where sets of risers were exposed,
spaced at ca. 2.0 m intervals along the ramp’s ascent to contain the cobble fill. Two sets of risers are
well-preserved while the bedding for two more sets are in evidence.
The vestibule or entrance hall in D1700 was partially excavated in 2014. The space is defined by the
south wall of the Northwest Building (D1600) on the north and an impressive east wall of small dolomite
boulders (9-11 courses preserved). A short spur wall was constructed against the worked bedrock outcrop
on the south, forming the east jamb for the entrance to the ramp and street. The floor of the vestibule,
some 25 square meters in area, is weathered phyllite clay on a bedding of cobble, gravel, and phyllite-clay
packing. Traces of roofing material and burning were recovered from the east side of the space, indicating
that the room may have been partially or entirely roofed. The street of terrace 1 would have widened from
2.5-3.0 meters in D2100 to 5.0 meters directly in front of the southwest half of the building, where we
have reconstructed the entrance to the main hall.
Excavation within this terrace (D2000) exposed the foundations of the west wall of the main hall of the
Monumental Civic Building (D500). The wall is an impressive construction of dolomite boulders, one
meter wide, and extant to about 5.0 meters in length. The segment bonds and forms a right angle with the
north wall of the main hall, allowing us to project the full interior width of the building along the north
(ca. 7.5 m), as well as the line of the west wall which would have originally extended 23 meters at an
angle with the terrace. The shape of the building is thus trapezoidal, with approximate right angles at both
northwest and southeast corners; the projected interior width on the south is thus about 12 m.
Within the space and fill of terrace 1 is a secondary internal terrace wall, preserved for some 12-14 meters
in a northeast-southwest direction and crossing the area of the terrace at an angle. Built partially on
bedrock and fill, the wall itself supports a massive deposit of cobble and small boulder fill—evidently the
wall forms an internal or secondary retaining wall for the fill of the terrace, converging and bonding with
the actual terrace wall at the southern end. Alternatively the wall may have supported an original terrace
that was expanded with the construction of the street and ramp to the north.
Excavation within the eroded terrace fill and slope wash at the southern end of terrace 1 revealed a room
of Late Minoan IIIC date (D2015). A cut-bedrock socle (0.90-1.10 H) formed the east wall of the
room—indeed the projected line of the west wall of the main hall (D500) would have reused this same
bedrock socle as its foundation. The north wall of the room is built of dolomite and sideropetra
fieldstones, and is preserved to 1.0 m. at its highest preserved point where it is built against the bedrock
foundation. The wall is extant to some 3.0 m. in length (east-west), which is the approximate east-west
dimensions of the space of the room—some 3.5-4.0 wide; about 10.5 m sq. in area. The room’s south wall
is not well preserved—some two courses, and extant to about 1.5 m. While the upper courses of the walls
would have been leveled for the construction of the archaic terrace, a large boulder, presumably fallen
from the southern part of the west wall of the main hall, largely destroyed the room’s south and east
walls. The floor of the room was constructed of yellow and greenish gray phyllite clay, containing
fragments of cups, deep bowls, pithoi, and cooking pots (D2015). It is likely that the building continued
to the south—perhaps through a doorway in the south wall, though excavations in D200 revealed LM IIIC
pottery but no extant architecture or deposits.
Terrace 2 (D2400), situated roughly parallel to and downslope from terrace 1 is about 2.0-2.5 m wide
and fronted on the west by a retaining wall identical in construction techniques to that of terrace 1. The
west wall face uses large dolomite and sideropetra field stones and boulders; in segments is bonded with
heavy stone fill on its interior; and converges with terrace 1 and the boulder wall on the south side of the
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entrance ramp in D2100. The matrix of the terrace is cobble fill—that is densely packed angular fist-sized
stones—with sections of heavier fill, that is large cobble and small boulders. It is likely that this terrace 2,
while preserved only to a few courses today, would have formed a visible facade rising to a platform in
front of terrace 1 and level with its lowest course.
Immediately below the terrace wall (D2001) and built into the cobble fill of terrace 2, at its southern end,
is a cluster of four dolomite fieldstones and a schist slab forming a crude cist, ca. 15 x 20 cm. Set within
the opening was a small secondary burial. On preliminary examination by S. Triantaphyllou (Aristotle
University, Thessaloniki), the skeletal remains belong to an individual, nine to ten years of age based on
tooth formation: the upper skeleton (fragments of the skull; pectoral girdle; arms; hands) and thorax (ribs)
as well as a few permanent teeth in formation. No elements of the lower skeleton were apparent.
Although the date of the burial is uncertain—no finds are directly associated with it— the construction of
structural cobble-fill deposits on site is dated to the late 7th century, coinciding with the archaic
rebuilding horizon at the site. Given the position of this burial, under the level of the bottom of the terrace
wall 1—that is within the matrix of the terrace 2 fill—the burial should be contemporary with or later than
the late 7th century construction of the terrace.
Terrace 3 (D2400) is situated below terrace 2. It is not well preserved, as the slope is extremely steep, but
the form may defined by segments of terrace wall running parallel to the well-preserved wall of terrace 2.
The terrace, ca. 3.0 m wide and descending in a sharp slope along the west side of terrace 2, supports a
street, a continuation of the street segments discovered in B4000 and along the southwest slope. At this
juncture, below the southwest corner of the terrace of the Monumental Civic Building, the street is paved
for a distance of about 10 meters along the slope. The surface is unfortunately badly damaged by both the
collapse of the terraces to the east and continuous erosion along the hillslope, but several of the paving
stones survive in situ or are only slightly displaced. They are large (ca. 0.50-0.70 dimensions) thick slabs
of schist and sideropetra set on top of cobble fill and bedrock, and possibly stepped as the road descends
from south to north. The paved street is also bisected by a well-built drain, evidently collecting runoff
through the cobble fill on the slope below terrace 2 to the east. The drain is constructed of sideropetra (2-3
courses high); it is 0.30 m wide and exposed and preserved to about 1.5 m in length. While only one
paving stone was found in situ capping the drain, it is clear that the street was meant to extend over the
top of the drain and to continue downslope to a landing above a stair that provided access to the terrace
below (terrace 4). At the landing the road climbed upslope to the north along the line of the terrace wall in
a northeastward direction, eventually running along the west side of terrace 2. This street has been
exposed in part in D2500.
We suggest that the direction of this street would have extended northward, providing access to the
vestibule and ramp (D2100 and D1700), as well as the stepped entrance into the vestibule of the
Northwest Building (D1600-1).
The stair at the bottom of the paved street opens onto a corridor (D2700) leading south to a doorway and
paved landing (D2600) that provided access to the terrace below. The doorway is well preserved, but the
landing is eroded bedrock. Further excavation to the west (D3000) is needed to clarify the transition from
this terrace to the buildings below.
(2) Area D. The West Building (D3000; D2900; D2800; D3100; and D2500) (fig. 4)
Below the street (terrace 3) and north of D2700, excavation uncovered eroded cobble fill on exposed
bedrock, evidently contained by a high wall that formed the back of a series of rooms on the terrace to the
west. These rooms are called for now the West Building, though we were not able to complete excavation
in 2016—most of the rooms were excavated to the level of wall collapse and roofing material, leaving
floor levels and occupation debris unexcavated. Thus, communication between the rooms is as yet
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uncertain. It is likely that they comprise more than one building. From south to north there are five
discernable architectural spaces or notional rooms: D3000 is unexcavated, but evidently has a long
segment of east wall (3.80 m) forming a corner in the northeast with a spur wall (1.50 m) in the northeast.
The eastern end of the spur wall is likely to be the jamb of a doorway opening north into D2900, which
consists of two rooms.
The south room of D2900 is about 4.20 m long (north-south); no certain west wall has been exposed as
yet—its foundations are likely preserved below the floor level— but the extant floor surface is preserved
to at least 4.0 meters to the west. A cross wall separates this room from a narrower room to the north,
about 1.70 m wide. This cross wall is preserved only to two courses, and a doorway is indicated by a
break in the wall at its eastern end—between the cross wall and the room’s east wall. The floor surfaces
across D2900 are phyllite clay, bedded on bedrock, with traces of burning (reddish discoloration and
charcoal), including carbonized wood fragments, probably elements of the roofing substructure. The floor
of the north room is slightly lower than that of the south. The east wall is well preserved, standing 1.40 m
in height and constructed of dolomite boulders in the foundations and courses—eight preserved—of
smaller dolomite and sideropetra blocks. The pottery on the floor is Late Archaic in date.
The adjacent room to the north (D2800-D3100) has not been completely excavated and while the top
extant course of the wall separating the space from D2900 is exposed, no doorway is discernable as yet.
Communication between these rooms is, however, likely. Within the room, a one-meter deep deposit of
slope wash was excavated down to a dense layer of wall stones—ca. 0.50-0.80 m deep—reaching a level
of roofing clay mixed with more collapsed wall stones. For lack of time at the end of the season we
discontinued excavation. This area will be excavated in 2017.
At the bottom of the tumble layer against the east wall in the southeast area of the room a secondary
burial was recovered but not examined by bioarchaeologist Triantaphyllou. It appears to be a collection of
bone belonging to a single individual—long bones; pelvis; scapula; cranium, mandible; vertebrae; ribs;
carpals tarsals—gathered and deposited on top of the consolidated and settled roofing clay and tumble
layer. That is, the bones were deposited after the ceiling had collapsed and settled, but when much of the
upper courses of the walls were still standing but in ruined condition. There is no built feature, structure,
deposit, or assemblage associated with the burial, nor any container or built cist. The bones appear as a
cluster or concentration. One equid (horse) mandible was discovered with the human bones, while other
horse bones were recovered from the tumble layer to the south and west of the burial. Given the scattered
Hellenistic pottery found in the upper tumble layers, it is possible, but not provable that the burial belongs
to the 3rd or 2nd centuries B.C.
The east wall stands visible, as excavated, already to an impressive preserved height of 1.80 m (eight to
ten courses), and uses large dolomite boulders with numerous schist and sideropetra chinking stones. A
niche or shelf was built into the east wall. It is constructed of two courses of fieldstones, has a schist lintel
block, and its back face is a sideropetra boulder. The north side of the niche has two blocks of dolomite
and the south side has a block of schist and one of dolomite separated with a leveling course of schist
slabs or shims. While the walls of the niche have been laterally displaced, the space was originally
regular, about 0.35 in dimensions (0.35 deep; 0.30-0.40 wide; and 0.33 m high.).
The east wall abuts an outcrop of bedrock at its north end, using the modified bedrock as the wall face
and for the foundation for the upper courses which are not extant. A spur wall extends some two meters
from the bedrock outcrop, forming the edge of a deep bench or platform (D3100). As excavated the bench
stands 0.70 m high; 0.93-1.10 m deep; and about 2.70 m wide. Above the bench in the northeast corner,
the cut bedrock wall foundation forms a socle that supports a schist and sideropetra string course for the
highest preserved courses of the dolomite wall. The platform is capped by a layer of phyllite clay that has
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charcoal and other evidence of burning; recovered from the bench were a number of vessels including a
fragmentary cookpot and a lamp.
We excavated D2800 and D3100 as separate units, expecting the spur wall forming the southern edge of
the bench in D3100 to be a cross wall and perhaps the jamb of a door. As excavated in 2016, the area of
D2800 and D3100 appears as a single room, nearly 9.5 meters in length (north-south). A cross wall
dividing this space is likely, but preserved at a deeper level than the tumble exposed so far across the
space.
The north wall of D3100 is extant over 5.0 meters long and preserved as excavated to a height of about
1.70 m. No doorway is as yet apparent indicating communication between D3100 and D2500 to the north.
Excavation of D2500 was, as with the room to the south, left unfinished in 2016. We were able to expose
the room’s north, south and east walls. The east wall stands as exposed to height about 1.40-1.60 m, but
only the top extant two courses of the north wall are visible. A doorway is however visible at the west end
of the north wall indicating a continuation of the building to the north. The slope wash and erosive debris
across the surface of D2500 was extremely deep—about 0.75 m. Excavation through an unusually deep
and dense layer of wall collapse (1.00-2.00 m deep), exposed the top of a deposit of phyllite clay roofing
material (0.60 m) mixed with wall stones. As in D2800 and D3100, excavation was discontinued in 2016.
The function of the West Building is not certain, as the floor was reached only in the two rooms of
D2900, which had been largely cleared of its contents at abandonment, and had no built features—the
pottery included the normal range of Late Archaic wares: e.g., an Attic skyphos; high necked cup; krater;
Aiginetan cookpot. The pottery from the rooms recovered so far indicates a Late Archaic destruction date.
The deep and well preserved deposits of wall collapse and ceiling clay—and evidence of burning—are
characteristic of the early 5th century destruction deposits on the site. The definition of buildings and use
of rooms is not yet possible—while pithoi were found in D2500 and D3100, we cannot yet attribute a
specific function to rooms, nor define the buildings as residential or civic in character. The pottery studied
to date, however, from the floor of D2900 and loci within roofing clay and wall collapse of the rooms to
the north, includes a number of imported fine and course wares. Attic imports are common. In an upper
level of D2500, we found a bronze tripod foot (a basin or podanipter stand) of Corinthian or Lakonian
manufacture, and a terracotta daidalic plaque (16-1135), most likely fallen from the Hearth Shrine on the
terrace to the east.
(3) Southwest Buildings (Area B): B5800; B5900; B6200; B6100; and B3600 (figs. 5-6)
Work was conducted in a number of areas of the Southwest Buildings in order to understand the system
of roads along the west slope (B6100; B5400-5500); and to clarify the plan and function of the building
on the lower terrace.
The Southwest Buildings are two separate structures on adjacent parallel terraces, which were excavated
and in earlier seasons. The rooms of the Protoarchaic Building (8th and early 7th c. date) occupy the
upper terrace, from B4300 in the north to B5900 in the south. Rooms B3700, B3800, B3900, and B4600
continued in use or were open into the Archaic period. The second building to the west consists of five
rooms: from south to north, B5600, B3500, B3400, B3200, and B3600. Though in earlier reports we have
presented the building as part of a unified residential complex, its spatial organization and function have
remained problematic and somewhat elusive, largely because of the obliteration of Archaic occupation
levels during the extensive rebuilding of B3500 in the Hellenistic period. B3400 appears to have been a
hall; B3200 and B3600 certainly served storage functions; and B5600, excavated in 2015, may have been
a vestibule or hallway, though the occupation surface at the northern end of the room is eroded to floor
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packing and cobble fill, as was the large southern part of B3500. The erosion and HL rebuilding in B3500
has frustrated our efforts to understand the form and function of the buildings.
In 2016 we expanded excavation to the south, discovering a room in B6200, connected to B5600 by a
doorway; as well as an adjacent room in B5800; the latter has a southern aspect and there is no direct
communication with contiguous rooms B6200 or B5600. To the north, in B3600, we established the
western wall of a storeroom excavated in 2005, as well as a parallel oblong storage room immediately to
the west of similar dimensions, excavated also as B3600.
We were unable to complete excavation of B6200 down to the level of the floor surface for lack of time,
though we were able to determine that it is interior space—that is, another room of the building. The
pottery is Late Archaic in date and the roofing matrix is severely burned, suggesting conditions of the
early 5th century destruction horizon common on the site. The north wall and doorway were recovered in
2015 in B5600. In 2016 we succeeded in exposing the south wall of the room, as well as the continuation
of the western street wall in B5400. This allowed us to determine the approximate size and configuration
of the room—ca. 5.40 m long (north-south) by about 3.0 m wide. The actual dimensions of the room and
disposition of the walls and floor will require further work in 2017.
Alongside B6200 we excavated a large rectangular room, B5800. Because there are no doorways
connecting the room with contiguous spaces—B 6200 or B5600 to the west or B5900 to the north—we
assume that B5800 is the northern room of a separate building that continues along the terrace to the
south, which we will explore in 2017. While severely damaged by both the initial destruction and later
seismic and erosive activity—the floor and walls are tilted precariously to the west—B5800 was
remarkably well preserved, containing an impressive Late Archaic destruction deposit. The room was
conserved in 2016 (see conservation report) and the finds from the room will undergo conservation in
2016-2017.
The room has a north-south orientation (ca. 8.0-8.5 m L; 4.0-4.5 m. W), and interior area of some 38 sq.
m. The eastern wall is preserved to 1.80 m in height in the southeast corner, and about 1.60 m in the
northeast corner, averaging about 1.50 m along the east wall—preserved to about 8 courses. Dolomite
boulders and regular sideropetra wall stones are used in sections throughout, perhaps suggesting both
repairs and perhaps phases of building and rebuilding. Dolomite boulders are used in the foundations
throughout the building, in the south half of the east wall, and on the interior or east face of the west wall.
The north section of the east wall, as well as stretches of both north and south walls have regular courses
of angular sideropetra blocks. A well-built doorway is in the middle of the south wall, evidently opening
into another room to the south. A door pivot stone is at the base of the threshold on the east side of the
doorway, which has at least one sideropetra threshold block in situ. The door was narrowed to ca. 0.60 m
at a later phase of rebuilding or remodeling of the space.
The room’s floor is well preserved, consisting of a deep phyllite-clay packing on bedrock and gravel
leveling fill. The surface is burned throughout, though concentrated on the east and south, where
excavation of the collapsed ceiling matrix exposed considerable quantities of charcoal and ash,
penetrating to the floor surface. While charcoal, ash, and burned clay are found throughout the matrix of
the collapsed roofing material, the dark gray stain from burned wood and other organics, as well as the
reddish discoloration of the floor from the intense heat are most apparent along periphery of the room
near the base of the walls and around individual pithoi and pottery clusters—this line of burning may
correlate with pithos storage or other combustible foodstuff. In some cases the ash stain and burned
surface visibly correlate with individual jars.
The room was used principally for storage, though food processing may be indicated by the presence of
grinding tools and mortars, and the dispersed and varied botanical assemblage. Alternatively, the room
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may have been used for the storage of grinding tools along with the pithoi and the products stored within
them. Indeed seven pithos stands were found along the sides of the eastern, western and northern walls of
the room, though the principal clusters of pithoi were in the south half of the room. Among other objects
recovered in the floor deposit there were transport and table amphorae; lekanes; chytras; hydrias; a variety
of cups and jugs; terracotta and stone mortars; and several querns and other stone grinding tools. Other
finds include spindle whorls; loom weights; stone weight; an iron knife or sickle blade; a lead bar or
weight; a lead line weight (sinker); bovine figurine fragment; and a stone drill guide. The range of stone
tools appears to be smaller implements associated with lighter pounding and grinding of plants for food
processing—a tool kit we have associated with civic food processing rooms.
Quantities of olive, grape, grain, and pulses were found on the floor. Olives were concentrated in an ash
deposit on the center of the east side of the room near the wall, while the grapes and cereal grain were
more generally dispersed. On the whole, cereals were found in a more dispersed or scattered pattern
across the space, while olive, pulses, and grape concentrate on the outer edges of the space, possibly
correlating to storage vessels or the sweeping aside of residual debris from food preparation or storage.
B5800 is certainly one room of a larger building unexcavated to the south. Thus, at this point it is difficult
to characterize its function as being residential or civic. Neither the impressive size of the room nor its
assemblage is certain indication of status or function—beyond food storage and processing. The room’s
position, however, contiguous to B6200 and B5600, and thus architecturally part of the Southwest
Buildings, might suggest that it is a component of a larger complex of storage and processing rooms.
What we have called houses at Azoria are normally separate structures with definable spatial and
architectural boundaries, and fairly regular internal organization, following distinctive patterns of room
functions and spatial interconnections. The Northwest Building, the Northeast Building, the North
Acropolis Building, the South Building 2, and the North Buildings follow this pattern: they are integrated
into the overall system of spine walls, but are also visibly separate spatial and organizational units; that is,
there is no indication yet of agglomerative or agglutinative settlement structure of contiguously built
houses or house groups. Though this remains to be explored with future excavation.
On preliminary analysis, we might suggest that B5800 is part of the architecture of the lower terrace of
the Southwest Buildings; that is, it is one more of a series of food storage and processing rooms,
functionally related to the South Buildings complex, and essentially a continuation or replication of the
rooms of the so-called Service Building to the northwest.
At the north end of the Southwest Buildings, we reopen B3600 in 2016, exposing the west wall (B3606)
of the storeroom that had been excavated in 2005, demonstrating that the original excavation in this space
had recovered the full extent of the extant floor surface. The space however is narrow for a storeroom, ca.
2.5-3.0 m wide, and unusually long. While the north wall of the room is not preserved, the length of the
west wall is about 12 m, mirroring the length of the east wall (B3602) which appears to have been bedded
on bedrock and would have extended out to the southern edge of B4300. This long north-south wall
(B3606) is badly tipped to the west, preserved to three or four courses along its length, and broken at
intervals by a bedrock outcrop that served as both the wall face and bedding.
Excavation along the west side of this wall and lower down on the slope, revealed another room, of
similar dimensions to the upper room. The floor level is about 0.80 m below the floor surface level of the
upper room. The south wall, bedded on cut bedrock, continues west from the upper storeroom and forms a
door jamb at its end, evidently access from this space into B3200-B5700 to the south. The floor is well
preserved in the southern half of the space where a pithos base and a fragmentary amphora were
recovered—indications that this room is likely to be a storeroom as well. Neither the west wall of this
room nor the southwest corner are preserved, though the extant floor surface and bedrock cuttings along
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the west side of the terrace give us some idea of the original width of the room. A four-meter long
segment of a foundation of a north-south wall, exposed in B5700, may mark the approximate western
limit of this storeroom as well as the adjoining room B3200.
The discovery of this lower room in B3600 changes our interpretation of the organization of space in the
Southwest Buildings. First given the position of the north-south wall separating the upper and lower
storerooms, access from B3200 is not possible, though we had originally thought that there was a stepped
access at the south end of the upper room of B3600. The access into the parallel storerooms was
apparently from B3200 through the doorway at the southern end of the lower room. Furthermore we
reconstruct an access into the upper room of B3600 through its east wall (B3206) directly from B4600,
where we had defined a “bench” against the east wall at the southern end. This bench is mostly likely a
step.
It may now be possible reconstruct a number of interconnected storerooms at the north end of the
Southwest Buildings at the time of the Late Archaic destruction. Rooms B3900, B4600, B3600 (lower
and upper rooms), and B3200, now appear to have been interconnected storerooms, and form a building
that was separate from A3400 and the rooms to the south. Furthermore, excavation in 2015 demonstrates
clearly that there was no doorway between B3200 and B3400, effectively closing the cluster of
storerooms from the spaces to the south (B3400, B3500, B5600, and B6200), which might form a
separate suite accessible from the south. While the disposition and function of the space in B3500, in the
Archaic period, is unknown because of poor preservation—Hellenistic reuse in the north and erosion in
the south—we had characterized B3400 as a “hall” in earlier reports; that is a multifunctional space with a
range of drinking and dining wares and no functionally-specific built features. What we can say is that it
communicated with the rooms to the south, B3500, B5600 and B6200, forming an interconnected group.
Contiguous to B3600 and B4600, on the north, is B4300, which we had initially explored in 2013 and
2014 but discontinued because of the excavation dump impinging on the western margin of the space.
Having lowered the dump in 2015, this year we were able to expose the full length of the bedrock wall
bedding of B4402, the north wall and entrance of the Protoarchaic building, as well as the 7th-century
floor surface extending to the west in front of the wall bedding.
(3) Communal Dining Building (Area A): A2800; A2900; A3200; A3300; and A3400 (figs. 7-9)
A2800 (Final Neolithic II-Early Minoan I Building)
In 2016 we conducted a number of soundings on the third terrace of the Communal Dining Building,
exposed in 2013 and 2015 (A2800; A3200; A3300), with the goal of discovering the foundation date and
early history of the building. One focus of our work in this area was A2800, an archaic room, whose floor
was preserved only 1.5-2.0 m at its northern end—what we recovered across the space of the room was
eroded floor packing and very deep and dense cobble fill (medium and large sized stones). This afforded
us the opportunity to excavate below the archaic floor level and the bottom of the spine wall, A2806,
which runs the full length of the terrace.
On removal of the cobble fill layer on the eastern half of the space of the room was an FN II-EM I room
with remarkably well-preserved architecture and built features. The floor surface, made of hard-packed
and well-consolidated phyllite clay, was preserved to a width of 2.3 m on the south, narrowing to about
0.90-1.00 m on the north. The floor was evidently dug into and partially destroyed along the west side by
the 1.30-1.40 m wide archaic foundation trench of the west wall, A2803—which contained a deep deposit
of cobble fill set against the wall’s inner (east) face—the fill is at least a meter deep; excavated to a depth
of 0.80 m so far. The fill is deepest along the foundation trench, but extended across the area of the room
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and formed the foundation for the original archaic floor surface. The FN floor also seems to have been
disturbed by foundation fill for an earlier 7th century surface across much of the northern half of the
space. A section of this 7th surface survives in the northern part of the room, but is no longer extant to the
south.
The preserved FN floor surface and the extant north (A2851) south (A2919) and east (A2852) walls allow
us to establish the length of the room north-south (6.30 m) and a minimum width of 2.30 m, making it at
least 14.50 sq m. in area. While the east wall was evidently built up against the bedrock that ascends up
slope to the east, the north and south walls both have two faces, and traces of a floor surface were
recovered on the south side of wall A2919, in A2900 (A2917), suggesting an agglomerative plan of
multiple rooms. The south wall (A2919) stands to about 1.10 m in height; it is 0.50 m wide and 1.90 m
long ending in an upright slab that formed the jamb for a doorway connecting rooms in A2800 and
A2900. The wall consists of dolomite boulders and upright slabs in the foundations, with a superstructure
of smaller dolomite fieldstones; the south face is preserved to three courses of medium-sized dolomite
field stones; and the interstices filled with small cobles and gravel. The use of large stones at wall ends
and fill between the fieldstone faces is typical of EM I architecture at Debla and Kalo Chorio and
elsewhere. The rough orthostatic or upright-slab construction is found in the EM IB oval building at
Mesorachi in eastern Crete, where slabs are used at the wall ends forming the entrance, and in a large bin.
The benches and bins constructed with mud and limestone cobbles at Mesorachi are also similar to those
in A2800 (M. Eaby, personal communication).
The long east wall (A2852) is visible in the scarp underneath the line of the later archaic spine wall,
which was bedded directly on top of it in the south, and on fill in the north—that is the FN wall extends to
the north until it disappears into the scarp under the spine wall in the northeast corner. Where the spine
wall has collapsed at the southern end, however, the top extant wall stones are visible. The wall is
distinctive in its construction technique, consisting entirely of large slab-like dolomite boulder
foundations. Where the dimensions and shapes of the stones are visible in the south, the wall appears to
have been constructed with eight upright stones, about 0.70-0.80 m in height, and turned so that a flat and
fairly even facet of the boulder could be used to form the face. Smaller stones were then fitted to
regularize the uneven tops of the boulders, presumably for building more regular upper courses of the
wall. This kind of slab-construction, or rough-orthostatic foundation, is distinctive, with elements
apparent in the north face of the south wall as well. The methods of construction and indeed the thickness
(0.50 m) of the north and south walls are characteristic of EM I architecture.
There is a small roughly-built dolomite stone bench in the southeast corner of the room, just under a
meter long, 0.30 high, and 0.36 m deep; and about 0.70 m from the east wall in the south half of the room
is a circular hearth, bedded with yellowish brown phyllite clay, and curbed with 16 cobble-sized stones.
The irregular circle is about 80 cm in diameter with a 40 cm-wide opening to the southwest. Traces of
carbon and reddish discoloration of the phyllite silts (indicating contact with heat) were found within and
around the area of the hearth. Although the area of the preserved surface was intensively sampled for soil,
we recovered only tiny fragments of wood charcoal, evidently residues of fuel used in the room, but no
seed remains.
The pottery from the floor dates to late Final Neolithic (cf. Nerokourou; FN IV in Tomkins’ chronology;
FN II in Nowicki’s chronology): thick-walled vessels, mostly bowls and jars with outturned rims and,
where preserved, rounded bottoms. They have a thick dark reddish brown wiped, lightly burnished or
roughly smoothed slip. There are also fragments of “cheese pots,” vessels with a row of holes piercing the
wall parallel with and below the rim—some rims have depressions or incomplete perforations. One
example has an internal ledge or slab handle. The presence of bluish-gray calcareous ware sherds; a gray
ware chalice or bowl rim; a granodiorite tripod cooking pot; and a pink-buff jar with a horizontal rib,
suggests a transitional FN-early EM I date for the deposit. The latter has the orangish-pink phyllite
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quartzite fabric and buff slip characteristic of dark on light wares of EM I. Among the chipped stone there
is a chert scraper and an obsidian blade, the latter indicating a very late FN and early EM I date for the
building. Obsidian, found typically in late FN and early EM I on Crete, is absent in the early FN stone
assemblages recovered so far from Azoria (B1700; B1200; B700; B800). There are, however, no darkgray burnished wares, black-burnished wares in the assemblages recovered.
As we have reported, Final Neolithic pottery is found in a number of the excavated areas of the site, with
early FN remains appearing concentrated (or most visible stratigraphically and architecturally) underneath
the south end of the Service Building (B1700; B1200; B700; B800); and further down slope in B4700 and
B4800. The pottery and architectural forms in A2800 are however distinctly different from that of the
earlier FN structures. These new finds from A2800, A2900, and a surface within D 200, suggest the
establishment of a new settlement extending across the upper west slope of the peak in the later part of
FN or the beginning of EM I.
A2900 (Late Minoan IIIC occupation south of the A3100 on the lower terrace of the Communal Dining
Building)
Excavation was conducted in two areas of A2900: south of A2800, where we recovered part of a room of
the FN-EM I building on the south side of wall A2919 (discussed above); and on the terrace below, south
of A3100 and wall A3104, which is the southern edge of the suite of archaic dining rooms occupying the
fourth or lowest terrace of the Communal Dining Building. A sounding excavated on the south side of
wall A3104 and below the archaic ground level revealed a poorly preserved dolomite boulder wall on the
east, extending for about two meters to the south, in line with wall A2803. The wall forms a corner with a
two-meter segment of east-west wall (A2910) defining the southern limits of a room of LM IIIC date. The
actual dimensions of the room are not known. The archaic room A3100 was bedded deeply into the
terrace, with the foundations of the south wall (A3104) reaching the Late Minoan IIIC occupation level.
The LM IIIC floor surface contained by the surviving east and south walls is preserved only about 2.0 m
to the west where the slope is extremely eroded. The south wall A2910 is preserved to two courses of
dolomite boulders, with individual larger stones spanning the width of the wall, which is typical of LM
IIIC construction at the site. The east wall is poorly preserved, and one large boulder (ca. 1.0 m x 0.75 m),
forming a substantial part of the segment has tipped to the west.
A2800, A3200-A3300 (a Protoarchaic building on the third terrace of the Communal Dining Building)
Stratigraphic work on the third terrace of the Communal Dining Building was conducted to explore the
date of the foundations of the archaic rooms and indications of earlier Protoarchaic (late 8th-early 7th c.)
activity.
The series of rooms in the archaic phase seem to have primarily food processing functions. A3300 has a
curbed hearth, built against an outcrop of worked bedrock in the middle of the east wall; and A3200 had a
well-preserved oven in the northeast corner. In A2800, the floor is preserved to the south for only 2.4
meters, but a fragmentary pithos was found in its preserved northeast corner. Though we do not know the
dimensions of the space of A2800—we have preserved its east, west and north walls—it would likely
have been a fairly large room, we presume for storage or processing.
Excavations in 2015 had exposed a small room at the far north end of the terrace in A3300, which
contained a PGB-style krater and late 8th to early 7th-century deep cups. Its north wall (A3313) is built
against bedrock and curves to bond with an early phase wall which is preserved for about a meter in the
northeast corner of B3300, but whose bedding is visible along the east side of the archaic room.
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In 2016 we conducted a number of sondages along this terrace. In A2800, under the archaic floor surface,
we exposed an earlier 7th century floor surface preserved for about 2.4 meters on the north side of the
space of the archaic room (A2824). The surface would have extended over the north wall of the FN room,
and about 0.30 m below the level of the eastern spine wall (A2806). The floor is cut on the west by the
archaic foundation trench and cobble fill for the west wall A2803, and bordered on the north by wall
A2822, which is the south wall of the Protoarchaic phase of A3200 to the north. The wall, A2822, is
preserved one to two courses; its upper courses had been removed for the construction of the archaic wall
A3208 which runs east-west in line with but partially covering the earlier wall. A deep deposit of phylliteclay roofing material and some tumbled wall stones covered the extant floor surface.
On top of the ceiling clay of the 7th century surface—that is to say, constructed after the abandonment
and collapse of the roof—is a built circular feature made of one course of medium-size dolomite cobbles.
The feature forms an irregular circle, 1.20-1.30 m external diameter; bordering it on the east side is a
stone platform and two faced wall extending to the east—the wall-like projection is two courses high,
0.50 meters wide, and one meter long. The circle has no associated use surface or distinctive artifacts or
assemblages within or around it. It is, however, in form and stratigraphy comparable to the semicircular
and circular features recovered in B5000, B4700, and B1700. In all cases these odd features rest directly
on abandonment debris of LM IIIC or Protoarchaic date; they lack definable surfaces; and soon after
construction they seem to have been covered over by cobble fill or foundation fill for archaic buildings. In
the case of A2800, the archaic floor surface would have covered this feature; thus it is contained by
archaic fill and floor packing, but also built directly on top of the ceiling and occupation debris of the
earlier Protoarchaic room. Based on context, there is no inferable practical or ritual use for this or any of
these features, and in no cases have distinctive objects or coherent assemblages been found; and there are
no salient material patterns save for their make-shift construction and evidently transitional and
ephemeral use.
In A3200, to the north of the 7th-century wall A2822 (and the overlying archaic wall A3208), we
excavated a sondage, removing the archaic surface within the narrow space between archaic walls A3211
and A3208 in effort to recover evidence of an earlier floor that we might associate with the wall A2822.
Excavation exposed the Protoarchaic clay floor (A3215.04-06), which has a series of six schist paving
stones at its western edge extending out from under the archaic wall 3208. The floor was well preserved
across the space of the sondage, with an ash deposit on the surface at its eastern end—the full eastern
extent of the floor could not be exposed because of the overhanging archaic spine wall on the east
(A2806).
On the west side of the floor and a little to the north of the paved surface there was a deposit of terracotta
figurines, perhaps originally placed or displayed on the pavers, or perhaps on a structure against the south
wall of the room, now obscured by the archaic south wall A3208. The votive deposit (A3215) consisted
of nine terracotta animal figurine fragments: three bull figurines nearly intact; two other quadruped body
fragments; a bovine figurine head; a bull horn fragment; and two quadruped leg fragments. Since none of
the fragments join with any of the whole or nearly complete bovine fragments, it is likely that there are at
least seven, but probably eight different bull figurines represented, clustered on the floor surface, and in
the occupation debris above the floor and next to the pavers. Two of the figurines extended underneath
the later archaic wall A3211, suggesting the continuation of the deposit to the north, though no figurines
were found at the 7th century level on the north side of the wall. The pottery associated with the figurine
deposit and the ash in the east consists of fine drinking and pouring vessels and some sherds, but not the
majority, have been burnt.
In soundings excavated to the north of the archaic wall A3211, we recovered the continuation of the 7thcentury floor, though neither the paving stones nor votive deposit continued into the north area of the
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room. While we have not excavated the full extent of the space of the 7th-century phase, having left the
the archaic floor and oven in situ in the northeast quadrant, we were able to excavate the sounding out to
the western edge and into A3300 on the north side wall A3206, confirming that the wall was originally
constructed in the earlier 7th century and forming the north wall of of the room with the votive deposit.
The foundations of the wall extend to the 7th c. floor level and a door pivot against the north side of the
west end of the wall, confirming that the doorway between A3200 and A3300 continued in use into the
archaic period.
Even though the north face of the room’s south wall (A2822) is obscured by the later archaic wall,
A3208, we can get a rough idea of the size of the original Protoarchaic room in A3200. The room was
about 6.45 m long—estimating the width of the south wall—and probably a bit over 3.0 m wide.
Although the actual width of the space is uncertain because of archaic rebuilding of both east and west
walls, there are segments that are likely earlier constructions, and the natural contours of the bedrock
effectively determine the width of the room in both periods.
In the center of the room is a clay hearth. The feature is equidistant ca. 3.20 m from the north and south
walls; and about 1.5 meters from the projected east and west boundaries of the space. The hearth is a
rough oval, without curbing stones, about 0.60 wide and over 0.70 long—we could not expose it entirely,
having excavated up to the southern edge of the feature on the east, and over it on the west. It is
composed of hard-packed phyllite clay, discolored red in parts and with gray and blackish ashy soil
around its south and west sides. Two schist pavers and a sideropetra block were constructed directly on
top of the center of the hearth, rather precisely, in a subsequent 7th-century-phase resurfacing of the floor
(A3214)—we exposed about a meter of this later 7th-century floor surface north of the stones and along
the western edge of the room. A 0.26 m deep layer of floor packing eventually covered this second
surface, forming the foundation for the archaic floor supporting the oven in the northeast corner.
As mentioned above, excavation in A3300 exposed only the north face of wall A3206, confirming the
existence of a doorway and communication between rooms A3200 and A3300 in the early 7th century. It
is clear however that the floor sloped up to the north and that the surface in both 7th and 6th c. phases was
at approximately the same level, as is confirmed by the cut-bedrock wall bedding extending across the
eastern side of the room from A3313 in the northwest corner. It appears that in the 6th century, the room’s
essential 7th-century form was retained and the north (A3307) and south walls (A3206) remained in use,
though partially rebuilt. Most of the room’s east wall was however removed to widen the space and to
accommodate the curbed hearth. In the 7th-6th c. transition the pantry at the far north end of the building,
went out of use and the cross wall A3307 became the northern limits of the space.
We had originally thought that the wall A3307 belonged to an archaic rebuilding, effectively closing off
the original 7th century north end of the building. While this remains a possibility, the fact that the wall
has a good northern face, extending down to the level of the 7th-century floor surface in the pantry
suggests that it should have been built along with the pantry. In sum, A3300 was remodeled in the 6th
century, though it used both north and south walls of the earlier building. The east wall was dismantled up
to the northeast corner, where a 1.00 m-long segment survives. The modified bedrock bedding is
preserved in line with this segment across the east side of the room. The function of the room in the 7th
century is not certain, nor is it clear that the curbed hearth in the middle of the east side was not there and
functioning in this earlier phase. What we can say is that the adjoining pantry to the north contained fine
drinking wares.
Thus, the Protoarchaic remains underlying the rooms on the third terrace originally formed a four-room
complex. Although we cannot reconstruct the original systemic assemblages of A3300, because of the
height of the bedrock and continuous use of the floor surface, we do know that the northern most room
was a pantry or closet containing fine drinking wares including a krater and a number of deep cups.
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Connected by a doorway was A3200 which had a central hearth, a votive deposit of bull figurines, and
paved feature or platform at its southern end. The use of the adjoining room to the south, A2800 is yet
uncertain because of preservation and the transitional circular feature that occupied the surviving part of
the room. The building’s cult function is clear and its relationship to a hearth and hearth deposits—that is
ash and pottery collected from the hearth—suggests formal and communal ritualized functions, rather
than domestic activities normally associated with residential food storage, preparation and consumption.
The pottery assemblages contemporary with the hearth and votive deposit consist principally of fine-ware
drinking and pouring vessels. Furthermore the pottery recovered from the floor surface across A3200 and
A2800 is consistent with and comparable to the forms represented in the pantry in A3300. While a few
pithos and cooking pot fragments were recovered from A3200, the majority of vessels represented belong
to cups, skyphoi, kotyles, jugs, amphorae, kraters, kalathoi, lasanas, and lekanes of early 7th-century date.
There is also pottery of LM IIIC date (deep bowls) that might have been recycled for use in Protoarchaic
contexts. Lasanas—stands for large cooking vessels and round-bottom chytras— are an interesting form,
associated with 7th and 6th-century contexts on the site, but absent from Late Archaic kitchen deposits. It
could be that such implements were used primarily in formal, communal and ceremonial contexts.
The combined commensal and votive activities in the building accord well with ritual contexts known
from 8th- and 7th-century contexts on Crete, and follow a material pattern recovered in excavated
examples of cult buildings called “hearth temples” or “house temples.” Similar kinds of activities have
been reconstructed for the Protoarchaic Building in the southwest side of the site (B4100), where a multiroom complex, including food storage and preparation areas, was constructed to accommodate some level
of communal or public feasting. The hearth pyre deposit in the building (A3000), for example, may
indicate rituals of burning, discard and deposition associated with formal dining activities. It is important
however to emphasize that no votive objects were discovered in the rooms of the Protoarchaic Building,
and moreover, it was certainly equipped to accommodate a much larger group of participants (consuming
quantities of meat as well as drink) than could fit in A3200. The differences and similarities between
these two contemporary buildings may serve to emphasize the diversity and function of communal
drinking or dining as both cultic and socially-ritualized practices. While we have indications of
Protoarchaic activity on the other terraces of the Communal Dining Building, we cannot reconstruct the
details of the use of the spaces in the period prior to the urban renovation in the late 7th and early 6th
centuries. The discovery of this series of rooms underlying this third terrace is thus important,
demonstrating clearly a public and ritual function of the area preceding the expansion and elaboration of
the archaic Communal Dining Building.
A3400 (phases of the 6th century room and kiln)
On the terrace below A3300 is A3400, a room that we began excavating in 2015 but were not able to
complete. In 2016 we excavated down to the last floor level in A3400, exposing a very large square room
with a well preserved floor surface. The west wall is not preserved, but the floor is extant to about 6.0 m.
east-west, and about 7.0 m north south—that is forming an area of ca. 35-40 m. sq. The east wall of the
room is no longer standing, but the high bedrock shelf on the east side of the room has been worked to
form a fairly even face, cut back in parts to shape the wall bedding.
The north wall of the room (D604) backs up against the LM IIIC Bench sanctuary on the west side, and
then curves with the bedrock shelf in the northeast corner to create a curved segment (D607) that is built
on bedrock outcrop and forming the eastern boundary of the room. This curved wall in the northeast
corner is the upper wall of a pottery kiln. The structure is over 1.50 m high from the floor level (of the
room and stoking chamber) to the top extant course of the wall of the firing chamber. The curved wall,
cut bedrock and traces of pise form a rough circular chamber about 1.25 - 1.50 m in diameter, identical to
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the projected floor area of the 7th c. kiln in B4000 of the Protoarchaic Building. The stoking chamber
uses a large dolomite boulder on its western edge. The wall of the kiln in the northeast is preserved to four
to five courses of dolomite fieldstones (ca. 1.03 in height) from the presumed level of the kiln’s floor,
which is no longer extant. Two large dolomite blocks positioned on the floor in the southwest indicate the
outer edge of the construction, and presumably mark the foundations for the openings into both the
stoking and firing chambers. While the floor of the kiln does not survive, its position is suggested by the
level coursing of the superstructure in the north and east, and a 0.50 deep layer of sandy and ashy
sediment which filled the chamber from the bottom of the wall to the floor, that is the area of the stoking
chamber. The use of the kiln may have been short lived, and then discontinued for some time before the
abandonment of the space, since the floor surface of the room is well preserved and largely clean of the
debris one might expect—such as fuel ash and charcoal, wasters, and fragments of pise floor and lining.
Associated with this floor and kiln is a wide stone-built platform, originally exposed in 2015 but further
defined in 2016. It is about 1.25 m wide and 3.60 m long (north-south), built on the room’s floor level,
occupying most of the western area of the room. The structure is substantial, made of regular sideropetra
blocks rather than wide and flat pavers, giving it a height off the floor of about 15 to 20 cm. It has a
reasonably level top surface as recovered, thought he blocks have shifted and slid to the west. The
platform was built directly on the floor surface, which continues around to the west side of the feature;
this indicates that the platform was meant to occupy the western area of the space of the room. While we
assume that the platform should have had a specific function—practical, industrial, ritual—there are no
indications within the surviving assemblage, which consists of pottery of 6th century date. A single
bronze dress pin was found on the floor surface level.
The south wall of the room, A3502 (the north wall of room A3500) does not have a well-preserved north
face, suggesting that it had been either severely damaged during the destruction of the archaic buildings,
or rebuilt in the 6th century. Evidence in support of the latter interpretation comes from the stratigraphy of
the room itself which evidently had gone out of use in the 6th century—the space was apparently
abandoned and filled in to support the west wall of the hearth room A3300 to the east, and the dining
room A3500 to the south.
A stratigraphic sounding was conducted in A3400, revealing thick layer of floor packing and fill
underlying the latest 6th c. surface. The sondage was excavated across the entire southeast quadrant of the
room, about 4.0 meters north-south from the south wall to about 1.5 m south of the kiln. The east-west
dimensions of the sounding extend from the bedrock wall in the east to the paved platform in the west. A
short extension was excavated around the paved platform to the south and west. The depth of the packing
supporting the floor, platform and kiln (A3405) is surprising, some 0.40 m deep, and extending across the
entire area of the sounding, with sherd and bone material most dense on the south and southwest.
Removal of the packing revealed a shallow deposit of occupation debris lying on the earlier floor surface
(A3406). There were no distinctive features or assemblages associated with this section of earlier floor,
pending the study of the pottery from the relevant loci. The fill of A3405 is however a very dense layer of
sherds and bones, presumably cooking, serving, drinking, and dining debris from a 6th-century phase of
the use of the Communal Dining Building—the deposit may thus be analogous to other 6th-century fill
and dump deposits in the building, such as A3100 and G300, which contain assemblages that are critical
in reconstructing the function of the building during the archaic period.
Both floor surfaces consist of well-consolidated yellowish brown phyllite clay and both have deep
phyllite clay bedding. Both surfaces date to the 6th century and were thus abandoned as use areas before
the final abandonment and destruction of the Communal Dining Building. While inferences may be
drawn from architectural changes, on the whole, stratigraphic evidence for 6th century phasing on the site
is rarely recognized—the occupation surfaces of most buildings were continuously reused until the early
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5th-century destruction. Excavation of the Communal Dining Building, however, demonstrates the
selective abandonment of certain rooms before the Late Archaic horizon.
(4) South Building 2 (Area G): G1700.
Work in the South Building 2 in 2016 involved the study and conservation of finds from the storeroom in
G1500 and the room with the paved platform or low bench in the adjacent space, G1400; as well as
excavation within G1700, a small archaic food processing room north of the G1500 extension. G1700 is a
small square room, about 3.0 m east-west, and ca. 2.5 m north south. It is not clear if the space constitutes
a room separate from G1500 ext., or simply a continuation of the space on an upper level, with modified
bedrock and a step up from the lower level of G1500. G1700 has a north wall, built threshold and
doorway in the north, constituting the northern limits of the room, and access to a corridor to the north
and access to the paved landing in G900, and thus the rooms of the upper terrace.
The G1700 assemblage consists of a number of stone implements, including querns, grinding stones,
handstones and pumice cobbles; and a large rectangular block with two worked depressions—possibly a
mortar block. Other finds included a fragmentary cooking pot (chytra) and a hydria.
Study of phasing of the South Building 2 requires more work. The building, initially exposed in 2014 and
2015, is archaic in date, but there are indications of phasing, partial abandonment, and reoccupation in
both archaic and Hellenistic periods. The basic form of the building is made up of a cluster of food
processing rooms (G600; G900; G1700) and a storeroom (G1500) on the upper terraces; and a large room
or hall on the lowest level, accessible by a ramp and partially supported by a spine wall (G1000 and
G1300). G600 and the suite of rooms on the middle terrace, G1500; G1500 ext; and G1700 appear to
have been abandoned in Late Archaic; indications of burning are found in G600 and G1500. G1200, a
room of uncertain function on the north (perhaps originally a storeroom), and the hall, G1000-G1300
seem to have been abandoned and exposed earlier than Late Archaic, probably in the 6th century.
Furthermore, indications of rebuilding are apparent in G1500, where the storeroom may have been
rebuilt, and in G600 where the doorway in the north wall was narrowed. The building may have been
largely abandoned in the 6th century, but selected rooms on the middle terrace were rebuilt for use until
the first quarter of the 5th century.
The adjacent room and corridor, G900 and G1400, are more complex. The abandonment-phase pottery in
both of these spaces is HL in date, and there is no indication of archaic destruction debris. In G900 the
form of the hearth and bench are unusual for archaic installations, while the low paved platform in G1400
is also unusual for archaic, but very similar to HL schist-paved installations across the site. While it is
conceivable that in HL the occupants dug out the space of the archaic room in G900, merely reusing its
archaic features, we think that the space was remodeled as a “hearth room” which has parallels on the site
(B3500; B200; B100). The space between G900 and G1400 was intentionally blocked, creating separate
food processing and storage spaces—storage is a function that we might consider for the other HL paved
features in other areas of the site. The targeted reuse of single rooms and spaces is typical of the HL
reoccupation at Azoria. Individual rooms and parts of rooms were selected, perhaps because of visible
and standing architecture, and then partially rebuilt for specific food storage and processing functions. We
suggest that the basic form of G900 was intact—that is the walls and doorways were still visible and
standing—and then the HL occupants dug into and cleared the space, building the hearth and bench.
Comments and notes (August 2016)
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Excavation in 2016 has allowed us to reconstruct the topography and access routes to the Monumental
Civic Building, as well as communication patterns on the west slope linking residential and public or
civic zones of the site. The Monumental Civic Building, consisting of the main hall in D500 and the
adjoining hearth shrine (D900-D1000), was fronted on the west by an open terrace that was accessible via
a ramped street leading in a north-south direction across the front of the stepped façade of the shrine and
ending at the south end of the main hall. This impressive street and terrace were supported by a secondary
stepped terrace on the slope below the building and running parallel with the street above. Access to the
entrance ramp was through a vestibule in D1700 from a long north-south street running the full extent of
the west side of the South Acropolis.
This long street can now be traced from B5200 in the south to B4000 where excavation in 2013 had
recovered a well preserved section. From that point it would have ascended behind the east wall of B4300
reaching a point directly below the terrace of the Monumental Civic Building. From there it would have
descended a paved stretch allowing access through a stairway to the buildings on the lower west slope
(West Building). At the juncture of the stair, a branch would have turned north, ascending a route parallel
with the terraces of the Monumental Civic Building. In the north, it would have opened onto the vestibule
leading to the ramp and street (D1700 and D2100) of the Monumental Civic Building; and still further
north, it would have continued alongside the west façade of the Northwest Building to D1600-1 where a
stepped access allowed entrance to that building.
The north-south street thus provided access to the entrance—a propylon of sorts— and the ramp leading
up to the Monumental Civic Building, but also direct communication between residential complexes and
the Service Building. That is, the street led from the Northwest Building in a southward direction, passing
the terrace of the Monumental Civic Building, and then running past a series of storerooms on the west
(B3900; B4600; B3600 and B3200), and the main food processing areas of the Service Building up slope
on the east. In 2015 we recovered a ramp in B5000 leading from this street up to the terrace of the rooms
of the Service Building.
The relationship between residential areas and civic structures is becoming clearer, especially with the
recovery of the road system on the west slope. In a sense the houses or residences are physical but
separate extension of the civic dining facilities—we need to explore the possibility of houses as storage
and processing centers, channeling their produce and perhaps labor pools into the nearby service
complexes and dining rooms of the CDB and MCB. The sizes, architectural complexity and longevity,
and food storage and processing capacity of what we have called houses; and their connection to civic
buildings, may ultimately challenge our current interpretation of residential space.
Although we do not yet know the plan or function of the building that includes B5800—it has a southern
aspect—the room was evidently used for large-scale storage and food processing. Its position, however,
contiguous to and architecturally integrated into the southernmost rooms of the Southwest Buildings
might suggest that it is part of a larger complex of food storage and preparation areas along this lower
terrace. That is, with the exception of B3400, the rooms of the Southwest Buildings appear to have been
used primarily for processing and storage—concentrating and replicating functions of the Service
Building on the terrace upslope to the east. Furthermore, the section of street below the Southwest
Buildings (B6100) is indication of a parallel north-south corridor running along the terrace to the west of
the West Building and providing access to them. Though we do not yet know the function or character of
these buildings, the street systems on the west slope seem to lead from houses in a southward direction
directly into an area of food storage and processing facilities. A separate service corridor leading to the
Monumental Civic Building was a street running along the west side of D300, B3100, and B4200.
Although there are gaps in our data because of preservation in key areas (B3500 and B5900), we may
need to revise our view of the Southwest Buildings as being residential in character. The organization of
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these spaces—now clearer with excavations in 2015-2016; the scale, complexity, and replication of food
storage and processing in the southwest quadrant of the site in the Late Archaic period suggest a scalingup and spatial concentration of activities related to food processing; and organized mobilization and
centralization of produce for presumably public consumption. Results of work in 2016 may show an
organizational nexus of communication routes linking residential buildings directly with buildings
designed for centralized food storage and preparation.
In the South Building 2, we may also be seeing an intensification of food storage and processing in the
Late Archaic phase. The building, possibly a residential complex, was abandoned at some point in the 6th
century, though food processing (G600 and G1700) and storage (G1500) areas continued in use, with
modifications and alterations to the architecture to accommodate these needs. Again while we are missing
data because of the HL reuse of rooms G900 and G1400, the Late Archaic remains do not follow our
normative house plan and organization of space. It is possible that the spaces were reused as storage and
cooking facilities supplying the needs of the civic complex.
Stratigraphic excavation in 2016 is clarifying the pre-urban or Protoarchaic phase; the extent of settlement
in the Late Minoan IIIC, and the earlier prehistory of the site. The sondages along the third terrace of the
Communal Dining Building produced remarkable results. Underlying the row of archaic rooms, A2800,
A3200 and A3300, is an earlier 7th-century building. It perhaps important that some of the walls of the
early structure were reused and modified to create the archaic suite used for food processing and storage,
and that the building itself produced evidence for practices later elaborated in the Communal Dining
Building. Consisting of a pantry (A3300) and hearth room with votive deposit (A3200), the building
appears to have been used for formal, and we assume communal, drinking, dining, and sacrifice.
The early 7th century ante quem date of the construction accords well with evidence from the
Protoarchaic Building on the southwest slope, and our stratigraphic work in the vicinity (B5000, B5200,
B5300), which demonstrates a late 8th century and early 7th century date for renewed building after the
LM IIIC horizon. And where we find such Protoarchaic remains, the assemblages are inconsistent with
normal domestic activities or contiguous residential occupation. The pattern so far is localized in areas of
the civic buildings; formalized and ritualized, if not ritual, in character, involving feasting activities that
correlate to LM IIIC installations, such as the tholos tomb in B3700, and the LM IIIC bench sanctuary in
D600. Indeed the possible reuse of LM IIIC vessels in B4100 or A3200 could suggest a ritual interest or
focus on material remains of the original settlement at the site.
The evidence of Protoarchaic occupation reflects a renewed interest in the site, following a hiatus since
the 11th century, though the tholos tomb, containing burials of LM IIIC and Protogeometric date may
indicate continuing or at least phases of use as a cemetery. Material patterns of early 7th-century date
seem to indicate localized intensification of food mobilization, processing and consumption, as well as
ritual practices, if it is impossible yet to determine all of the locations or even the scale of the activities.
The Protoarchaic buildings underlying the third terrace of the Communal Dining Building (A2800,
A3200 and A3300) and the Southwest Buildings (B4400, B4100, B4000, B3000 B4500, B4600, and
B3700 and B3800), look like hearth rooms with adjoining service areas. While we have suggested a ritual
use resulting in the dump in B3000, the votive deposit in A3200 should be clear indication of cult
practices. The associated ceramic remains in both buildings are without question the debris from drinking
and dining, though the scales of the structures and number of participants may have been different in
these two structures. At this point it is tempting to see these early structures as predecessors or a
development of the scaled-up communal dining of the 6th century characterized by the storage,
processing and feasting activities in the Communal Dining Building and Monumental Civic Building.
Thus the early 7th century occupation is not at least yet a settlement per se—that is an aggregate of
houses, households, or residential buildings—but a formation of early forms of communal dining
buildings; a question of scale and organization of components.
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We need to explore further how much of the 6th century structure of the settlement and individual
buildings was already in the Protoarchaic period—that is in this late 8th or early 7th c. horizon—and
merely adapted or reused in archaic. In particular the rooms of the Communal Dining Building, which on
the third terrace, reuse both floors and walls of an earlier building. Perhaps also in the Service Building—
especially the area of B1200 and B1700.
We also need to reconsider the context and function of the kilns within ceremonial or public buildings—
that is the performance or ritual context of ceramic production associated with events of formalized and
controlled or rationed consumption. The 7th c. kiln in B4000 was clearly built for purposes related to the
communal dining hall, B4100, and its periods or tenure of use may have been limited. Similarly the 6thcentury kiln in A3400, perhaps an archaic parallel in the Communal Dining Building, may have had a
similar function—it too seems to have had a circumscribed and limited-term use. In both cases the kilns’
use had been discontinued long before the abandonment of the buildings. Also in both contexts ceramic
production (or simply firing) may have been preparatory to activities of communal drinking and dining:
events, rituals, and ad hoc functions of a sociopolitical collective. What is being produced in these kilns
and why, that is for what events? Even if we cannot answer these questions, or yet specify the range of
possibilities of specialized ceramic production in these contexts, we can shift our perspective from
reductive views of domestic production and specialized commercial workshops—that is an industrial
sector or “potters’ quarter,” in the parlance of normative models of specialized craft production as a
characteristic of urbanism. That is we need to think in terms of specialized craftsmen—itinerant or
local—attached to larger corporate groups and commissioned for the production of certain vessels for
specific purposes. More like attached specialists or enlisted craftsmen. The state or collective’s role in the
production needs to be considered.
Other 7th-century patterns—aside from the predominance of fine, local and imported drinking, dining,
and serving wares—include the recurrence of specialized forms such as imported Aiginetan cookpots and
lasanas. Lasanas, which are large heavy and variously decorated cooking-pot stands or supports
ostensibly used with very large, and most likely round-bottom cooking vessels, perhaps for pot-boiling.
They tend to correlate to Protoarchaic occupation and fill levels. And they may survive as an activelyused implement into the 6th century. They are rarely found in Late Archaic destruction levels—in
kitchens or elsewhere. And most fragments to date concentrate in the Communal Dining Building. Their
use must be connected to a certain style, scale, or formal process of meal preparation. The use of krater
stands should also present patterns worth considering—they too clearly concentrate in civic complexes.
The Late Minoan IIIC settlement at Azoria was substantial and remains are widespread across the South
Acropolis. Our stratigraphic soundings now demonstrate clearly the ubiquity of the remains and their
surprising preservation (D2000; B800; B5000; A2900), especially given the aggressive building in the 7th
and 6th centuries, but also the absence of evidence for an Early Iron Age or Late Geometric settlement.
We also might reconsider the condition and later treatment of such remains. A surprising pattern is the
burial of standing buildings of LM IIIC date—such as in D2000, where the cut-bedrock wall socle of the
LM IIIC room was used to support the west wall of the main hall of the Monumental Civic Building. The
room was filled in to form the wide terrace on the west side of the building, not unlike B800 and B5000,
where LM IIIC structures are found nested within the cobble fill foundations of archaic buildings.
We postulate a phase change at the end of the 8th century in the region, showing by the early 7th century
at the latest, an increased emphasis on locations and remnants of ancestral settlement and cemeteries;
material forms embedded in the landscape, which were still known and visible to the inhabitants of the
adjacent Early Iron Age settlements in the region. The communal and ritualized feasting taking place in
B4100 and A3200, in the 7th century, may in practice anticipate if not prescribe the activities that were
later to be conducted in the buildings of the archaic civic complex—the Communal Dining Building and
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the Monumental Civic Building—which mobilized resources for public feasting and sacrifice. By the 6th
century, the scale and complexity of such activities had increased; new architectural forms were created to
accommodate larger and more complexly stratified groups of participants, as well as formally elaborate
systems of aggregated storage, processing and consumption.
The Final Neolithic occupation in A2800 and A2900—there are also traces in D200 as well—is a phase
not seen before at Azoria, and in the region recovered only in survey samples. The wares and range of
shapes, as well as the presence of obsidian, allows us suggest a late FN and early EM I transition for the
deposits.
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Conservation report 2016
Conservation of walls was conducted at Azoria for a period of three weeks during the month of July (4-29
July 2016) using the methods, materials and applications described in detail in our conservation reports
for 2013, 2014, and 2015, and designed and directed by Stephania Chlouveraki, and reviewed by Klio
Zervaki, the chief conservator of the Archaeological Museum of Ayios Nikolaos (Ephorate of Antiquities
of Lasithi): “Έκθεση εργασιών συντήρησης αρχιτεκτονικών καταλοίπων στον αρχαιολογικό του Αζοριά
κατά την ανασκαφική περίοδο του 2015,” της Σ. Χλουβεράκη, Επιστημονική Συνεργάτιδα, ΙΝΣΤΑΠ
Κέντρο Μελέτης Αν Κρήτης (Αρ. Άδ.: 466). The work in 2016 was conducted concurrent with
excavation and for a period of two weeks after the closing of excavation trenches. There were three goals
of work in 2016:
(1) to conduct emergent conservation of unstable walls and installations; that is, to conserve walls
excavated in 2015 and 2016 that were found to be unstable because of ancient formation processes of
destruction, abandonment, and post-abandonment degradation; and current conditions of preservation and
erosion;
(2) to conserve buildings excavated in 2013-2015 which after recovery and exposure to the elements, and
natural erosive processes, required stabilization and conservation;
(3) to repair sections of walls and individual wall stones that had become displaced from the time of their
conservation (2003-2009).
The following buildings and wall segments were conserved in 2016:
A3000 (room; east and north walls)
A2800-A2900 (rooms and installations; emergent conservation)
A3200 (north and south walls; oven installation)
A3300 (north walls)
A3400 (room; emergent conservation)
A3500 (south wall and doorway)
A3100 (south wall)
B800 (room)
B4200 (west wall)
B1700 (west and south walls and repairs)
B5200-B5300 (spine wall and protoarchaic walls)
B5500 (north segment of east wall)
B5800 (room; emergent conservation)
B3600 (west wall)
D2800 (room; emergent conservation)
D3100 (east and north walls; emergent conservation)
D2500 (east wall; emergent conservation)
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Azoria Staff List, 2016
Senior staff
Donald C. Haggis, project director; Professor of Classical Archaeology, Department of Classics and
Curriculum in Archaeology; University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
Margaret S. Mook, field director and pottery specialist; Associate Professor of Classical Studies,
Department of World Languages and Cultures, Iowa State University
C. Margaret Scarry, archaeobotanist; Professor of Anthropology, Department of Anthropology; and
Chair, Curriculum in Archaeology; Director Research Laboratories of Archaeology, University of
North Carolina at Chapel Hill
Rodney D. Fitzsimons, architect; Associate Professor, Department of Anthropology, Trent University.
Flint Dibble, zooarchaeologist, Ph.D. classical archaeology, University of Cincinnati, Department of
Classics.
Dr. Melissa Eaby, assistant director; small-finds specialist; librarian, INSTAP SCEC; staff member,
Halasmenos, Papadiokampos, Mesorachi excavations
Dr. Christina Tsoraki, ground-stone specialist; Marie Curie Intra-European Research Fellow, Faculty of
Archaeology, Material Culture Studies, Leiden University
Manolis Kasotakis, excavation foreman, Kavousi, Ierapetra, Crete
Senior field and technical staff
Andrew Cabaniss, topographer/surveyor; GIS specialist, Interdepartmental Program in Classical Art and
Archaeology (IPCAA), University of Michigan
Fani Skivalida, archaeological illustrator, MA Byzantine studies, University of Crete, Rethymnon
Gabrielle C. Purcell, ceramics assistant and pottery shed manager, Ph.D. candidate, Department of
Anthropology, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
Jonida Martini, registrar; classical archaeology, Department of Classics, University of Cincinnati
Rosemarie Teresa Blewitt, archaeobotany assistant, Ph.D. candidate, Department of Anthropology,
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
Evanthia Saliaka, Greek Archaeological Service Representative (Ephorate of Antiquities of Lasithi,
Εφορεία Αρχαιοτήτων Λασιθίου (Άγιος Νικόλαος) (formerly ’ ....)
George Clark, Student manager and coordinator, Marine Lieutenant Colonel (retired), The Director Task
Management Section, US Marine Corp
Janet Downie, field assistant, Assistant Professor of Classics, Department of Classics, University of North
Carolina at Chapel Hill
INSTAP-SCEC support staff
Dr. Stephania N. Chlouveraki, conservator, Lecturer, Conservation, T.E.I. of Athens; INSTAP-SCEC.
Doug Faulmann, surveyor/illustrator; drone photography, INSTAP-SCEC
Matina Tzari, conservator, INSTAP-SCEC
Chronis Papanikolopoulos, photographer, INSTAP-SCEC
Material specialists and consultants
Tristan Carter, lithics specialist; Associate Professor, Archaeology, Department of Anthropology,
McMaster University
Dr. Dimitra Mylona, zooarchaeologist; INSAP-SCEC; Swedish Institute at Athens
Dr. Maria Ntinou, anthracology specialist (charcoal analysis); 12th Eph. of Prehistoric and Classical
antiquities
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Dr. Niki Oikonomaki, epigraphist; Centre for the Greek Language, Department of Linguistics,
Thessaloniki
Dr. Manolis I. Stefanakis, numismatist, Department of Mediterranean Studies, University of the Aegean,
Rhodes
Dr. Vasiliki Stefanaki, numismatist, Numismatic Museum of Athens
Dr. Sevasti Triantaphyllou, biological anthropologist; Lecturer, Prehistoric Archaeology and
Osteoarchaeology, Aristotle University, Thessaloniki
Senior student staff (trench supervisors [trench masters])
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Cicek Beeby, Department of Classics, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
Nikos Gkiokas, Department of Art, Art History and Visual Studies, Duke University
Catharine Judson, Department of Classics, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
Julia Juhasz, Department of Classics, Florida State University
Heidi Senn, Archaeology, Macquarie University, Sydney
Olivier Vanwalleghem, Greek History and Archaeology, University Bordeaux
Eric Driscoll, Ancient History and Mediterranean Archaeology, University of California,
Berkeley

Student staff (trench assistants)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.

Beste, Ivan, Stockton Univ., anthropology and archaeology
Channell, Rachel, BA, West Virginia Wesleyan College
Cushman, Sophie, B.A. Classics, Tulane; Penn post-bac.
Dudley, Lauren, Willamette University, archaeology and history
Goodman, Jessica, Bryn Mawr, MA, Classical and Near Eastern
Goodrich, Arabella, Wooster, archaeology and classical studies
Griffin, Alex, UNC-CH, classical archaeology
Hansel, Helen, UNC-CH, classics
Hunter, Lacey, UNC-CH, archaeology
Karapandzich, Alina Marie, Wooster, archaeology and classics
King, Tucker, UNC-CH, classical archaeology
Miller, Jackson, UT Austin, classical archaeology
Newson, Victoria (Vicki), Wilfred Laurier, Near Eastern and Classical archaeology
Paizi, Eirine, Heidelberg, classical archaeology and ancient history
Shoaf, Evan, Swarthmore, Latin, ancient history
Skoulikari, Dimitra, Idaho State, anthropology
Bittenbender, Jenna, MA archaeology, Cornell
Lewis, Jesica Jayd, MA ancient history, NC State Univ.
Coria, Stephanie, art history and archaeology, UNC-CH
Paraskevopoulou, Sophia, history, archaeology, CRM, Univ. of the Peloponnese
Bell-Earle, Brendan, Trent University
Bell Vila, Marlon, Trent University
England, Joshua, Trent University
McCoy, Andrew, Trent University
Sharpe, Simon, Trent University
Hudson, Sarah, Trent University
Langebeck, Francheska, Trent University
Barnhart, Tristin, Iowa State University
Jones, Aiden, Iowa State University
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Local field staff
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.

Aristeidis Chalkiadakis
Pantelis Chatzidakis
Dimitris Davrados
Georgos Davrados
Manolis Dermitzakis
Georgos Fiorakis
Vangelis Fiorakis
Nikos/Vangelis Geles
Manolis Grammatikakis
Theodoris Grammatikakis
Vangelis Grammatikakis
Vasilis Hatzisavvas
Dimitris Kasotakis
Georgos Kasotakis
Manolis Kasotakis
Kostas Kokkinakis
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